This paper presents a study of the performance of the collocation and Galerkin methods using Hermite bi-cubic basis functions. The linear. systems generated by the two methods are solved by direct methods, band Gauss elimination or Cholesky factorization. The problem domain consists of linear, self-adjoint elliptic equa· lions on two-dimensional rectangular domains. The measures of performance are computer time and memory needed to. achieve moderate accuracy. An earlier study [HallS tis et at. 1978] comparing finite clement and finite difIerence methods observes that col-10caLion uses less computer time than Galerkin. More recently, [Weiser et a1. 1900] gave detailed operation counts which support thls observation, but also gave substantial experimental evidence Lo the contrary. We use a new implementation of the collocation method by KN. Houstis which is tailored for rectangular domains (the one used in [Boustis et a!. 1978] was designed for general domains). We u~e the Galerkin implementation of Weiser et al.
-2 -L INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This paper presents a study of the performance of two methods for sotving linear. self-adjoint elliptic problems on two-dimensional rectangular domains. Both methods are finite element methods using Hermile bi-cubic basis [unctions and both usc direct elimination for band matrices to solve the resulting systems of linear equations. The principal differences between the methods is in the discretization technique; one uses collocation and the other uses the Gnlerkin method. Given all of the above. there arc slill possible varinLions of Lhese melhods depending on just how Lhe basis clements and equations nrc ordered. For the Galerkin (Rayleigh-Ritz) melhod one wants to preserve the symmetric positive definite property of the linear system, so there is less flexibility in the ordering. The ordering derived [rom the tensor product nature of the problem is the one used. There are several reasonable orderings for the collocation equations, see [Dyksen and Rice, 1982] for more information. We use the traditional ordering of the structural engineering community; to our knowledge it 'gives the best efficiency for band Gauss elimination. The methods and their implementations are described in more detail in Section 2.
Operation counts pro\7ide an easy, but fuzzy, comparison of methods. One assumes that the accuracy of two methods of the same order is the same and that the execution time in an implementation is proportional to the arithmetic in a simplified, asymptotic version of the method. When this approach is applied to the collocation and Galerkin methods, it indicates that the collocatIon .method should execute faster. Detailed operation counLs are given in [Weiser et at.. 1980 ] (see tables 1 and 2) although they do not use these counts to make a detailed comparison of collocation and Galerkin for Hermite bi~Cllbics. Our interpretation of these counts is that, for moderate accuracy, collocation is likely to be more elIective than Galerkin using' Hermite bi-cubics. The opera'.ion counts approach bas obvious shortcomings; the most obvious in the present context are: 1. The errors are not the same, Galerkin is uS'uaUy more accurate 2.
Coefficient and right side function e\7aluations are ignored. They dominate In many applications_ 3.
Simple variations (improvements) in an algorithm can dramatically change the actual amount of arithmetic done. See [Dyksen and Rice. 1982 ] for a speCific example involving simple band Gauss elimination applied to the collocation equations.
The first systematic experimental data comparing collocation and Galerkin are those of [Houstis et al., 1970] which is a by-product of their comparison of the present collocation method with ordinary finite differences. The objective of the study of Houstis et al. was to show the superiority of high order finite elements methods over ordinary finite difference methods for solving elliptic problems on general domains. They observed that their collocation program was more efficient (when applied to rectangular problems) than their Galerkin program.
A second study of [Weiser et aI., 1960] involves exactly the present problem area and five methods, including the collocallon and Galerkin mothods considered here. Weiser cL al. claim Lo conLradict Lhe results of lloustis ct 0.1. and attrlbule the contrasting results to be due more eITicicnt "assembly phose Lcchniques" (Le., in forming the equations to be solved). The results of Houslls eL al. were based on programs designed for general domains because this was the problem area they studied. Thus the assembly phase of the Galerkin program -3was substantially less efficient than that possible for programs tailored to rectangular domains.
We fcel, howe'ler, that something was wrong with the Weiser et al.. conclusions for Lhe following reasons:
1.
The work of the assembly phase is negligible for the simple problems used in their study.
2.
The operations counts contained in their paper did not support their conclusions.
We thus prepared two collocation programs, lNTERIOR COLLOCATION and HER-MITE COLLOCATlON, tailored to rectangular domains and compared them with the Weiser et al. program SPLINE GALERKIN implementing the Galerkin method. Our conclusions are stated below. Weiser et al. also raise the question of how to measure the error of the computed solutions in an experimental study. The maximum error at the grid points is used by Boustis et al. as they were primarily involved with finite difference comparisons where there is no satisfactory method to measure the error off the grid points (especially for non-rectangular domains). Weiser et al. prefer measuring the error at some a priori fixed point set, specifically, on a 100 by 100 grid; this is easy for finite element approximations which are defined everywhere. It is, of course, well known that there exist problems where either scheme falls to provide an accurate error measurement. The merits of both approaches were discussed by Houstis et al. and they concluded that the differences would not be significant in any substantial statistical s'tudy. Weiser et at. present an example problem where measUring the error at the grid points gives completely unrealistic results. We analyze this example further (it has a subtle but strong pathological nature) and show that the measurement scheme preferred by Weiser et al. also gives completely unrealistic results for this example (they did not make the grid fine enough to see the effect). More significantly, we present an efitcient method for measuring the error which gives a guaranteed upper bound for smooth problems (the example of Weiser et al. is highly singular).
THl: METHODS AND TIlE SOl'l'WARE
The problem area is formulated mathematically as follows: We have a linear elliptic operator L, a rectangular domain R and wish to solve 
where the bdz,y) are the standard Hermite bi-cubic basLs functions formed as a tensor product of the one dimensional Hermite cubics. The domain R is subdivided with a rectangular, tensor product grid into n 2 rectangles; the~ri4 lines .. -4- are the knots of the Hermite hi-cubics. There are N =4(n+l)2 basis functions b, (x,y) .
For the usual collocation method, the operator L is expanded. a sel of collocations points (Xj ,Yj) is chosen and (2.1) is approximated by
2b) The first 4n 2 collocation point~are placed at the four Gauss points of each subrectangle; this is known [Houstis. 1978] , [Purcel and Wheeler, 1981J to give a fourth order discretization error for smooth problems. The remaining collocation points are distributed with two at the Gauss points of each grid segment on the boundary plus one at each of the four corners of H. see figure 1. The basis functions are associated with the grid points, four per interior point, and are numbered from bottom to top, then left to right. If the problem (2.1) is homo w geneous (g(x.y)~O), then the basis elements which are non-zero on aR rp.ay be discarded (they are easily identified) which reduces N from 4(n+1)2 to 4n 2 .
The ordering of the equations is that of the collocation points. The finite element ordering (traditional in structural engineering applications) is used. This ordering is not easy to express in algorithmic terms (it takes a dozen lines or so). The numbering given in Figure 1 is an example of this ordering and this pattern is used for larger values of n. A significant feature of this ordering is that, for uncoupled boundary conditions, the number of basis functions can be reduced as for the case of homogeneous boundary conditions. More signlficantly, this reduction does more than reduce N from 4(n+l)2 to 4n 2 , it reduces the band width of the resulting Unear system from 4n+ll to 2n+5.
The Galerkin equations for the same basis functions approximate (2.1a) with homogeneous boundary conditions by
Since L is self-adjoint, Green's theorem can be applied to (2.3a) to obtain the more common form
As in the case of the collocation method, the number of basis functions may be reduced from 4(n+l)2 to 4n 2 for a homogeneous problem. This reduction is not made by the software used in this study; the reduction is only of modest benefit for larger values of n. If (2.1) is not homogeneous then the boundary conditions are satisfied by a penalty function method.
More details of these methods are given in [Weiser et aI., 1980] . Fach method has three distinct steps: 1. Discretization: selection of basis functions and approximations to the continuous problem (2.1). 2. Indexing: choice of ordering the equations and unknowns.
3.
Solution of a linear algebraic system of equations.
We evaluate the performance of these methods by using two specific implementations from Lhe ELLPACK system [Rice, 1901] ..a.v';' ".'! · "-
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precalculate the coefficients of Bn+4 basis functions associated with the boundary making U(x,y) satisfy the uncoupled boundary condition (2.1c) u';'lhoul collocating on the boundary. In the analysis of measuring the error, we also use HERMlTE COLLOCATION written by E. Houstis which handles general linear boundary conditions. Both collocation programs are specifically designed for rectangular domains and are not the ELLPACK program called COLLOCATION as used for general domains in the study [Houstis et al., 197B] . They compute the same approximation when applied to a problem with uncoupled boundary conditions.
In principle, both the collocation and Galerkin methods can take advantage of homogeneous boundary conditions to reduce the number of unknowns in Lhe problem. The advantage is, at first glance, worthwhile, but not large: it reduces the size of the problem by a factor of (1-2/ n) for large n. Data given later support the assumption that the reduction in the number of unknowns is not very important for large problems. However, there is a much more dramatic etfec t in the case of INTERIOR COLLOCATION where dropping the uncoupled boundary condition equations also halves the band width of the resulting linear system. Thus, INTERIOR COLLOCATION takes advantage of homogeneous boundary conditions (and more) while SPLINE GALERKlN does not. Figure 2 shows the pattern of non-zero elements in the linear system of equations generated for the Laplacian; both the usual and the interior collocation patterns are shown for collocation. The Galerkin matriX is symmetric. positive definite with at most 36 non~zero elements in each row and with bandwidth about 6n. The collocation matrix is non-symmetric with at most 16 non-zero elements in each row. Its bandwidth (using the finite element ordering) for uncoupled boundary conditions is about 2n, otherwise it is about 4n. These equations are solved by the programs LINPACK SPD (the LlNPACK implementations of Cholesky factorization of symmetric positive definite matrices) and BAND GE (ELLPACK implementation of LINPACK's Gauss elimination for band matrices modified to do scaled partial pivoting). Figure 3 shows the pattorns of non-zeros for two orderings of the Galerkin equation for n=4 (100 equations). The tensor product ordering is the one used by SPLINE GALERKIN. Note that the finite element ordering·gives a smaller band width.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Studies to evaluate the performance of numerical methods are not easy to make. They also have a history of being done rather casually, see [Crowder et al., 1979J . We follow the methodology of (Rice, 1979aJ and [Houstis and Rice, 1980J using the system designed for this purpose, (Boisvert et aI., 1979]. A performance evaluation can be invalidated by one error (in design or technique) in anyone of several places. Once one concedes that the design and technique are correct, there remain two fundamental questions:
What is a numerical method?
To what set of problems does the performance evaluation apply?
These questions are addressed in some detail in the references mentioned above. There are two principal facts: (a) Num.erical methods are ambiguously d(~fined; the apparent precision of textbook descriptions melts into great uncertainty in acLual ·computations. One does not evaluaLe methods; one evaluaLes specific impr'emenLaLions of . . . ···ill···"····· .
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. . '"·"·······'·"""ji:'·~""'ii: " '~I" - 9- methods. that is. computer programs. Even with specific computer programs there are uncertainties introduced by compilers, operating systems and computer hardware.
In this study we evaluate the performance of the programs SPLINE GALERKIN (DEGHEE~3, SMOOTH~I) + LINPACK SPD and INTERIOR COLLOCATION + BAND GE. These implementations are within the class used in the earlier studies; the programs are all variants of the programs used in earlier studies. We believe that 'there might be other implementation techniques for the colloc!1tion and Galerkin methods which are superior to these. (b) The popula.tion of problems to which the numerical methods are to be applied is unknoum. One only has the vaguest sort of knOWledge about the elliptic problems that occur in practice. The mathematical definitions of problem populations are precise (e.g .. u(x,y) eC 1 (R)) but clearly irrelevant. The subset of elliptic problems with u e C1-which have fifth order derivativ,es nowhere continuous is of measure 1 while in practice there are no such problems. .
The only approach currently known to define the subject population is by enumerations 'of a set of parameterized problems. Such a set is given by [Rice et al., 1981] and we use a subset of 18 problems. Their numbers are: These IB problems represent 10 different elliptic operators; 9 problems have homogeneous boundary conditions. All the problems are listed in Appendix 2. This problem set is intended to represent the simple to moderately complex problems that arise in practice.
The study of [Houstis et al., 1978 ] used 6 problems with 4 different operators: 1-1, 3-2, 4-1, 5-6, 6-1, 10-3. Problem 3 w 2 has parameter a=2.5 while 3-1 has parameter a::::1.5. The study of Weiser et al. used 13 problems with 5 different operaLors: 1-1,3-1,3 (with a::::2.25). 5-7, 6-1. 7-1, 10 (with a:::: 10, 13::::.3), 10 (with a;:::: 100. 13=·3), 25-1. 25-2, 25 (with a:::: 2). 25 (with a=3). The present study is based on a larger and considerably more varied problem set than the two previw ous studies.
Performance is evaluated by the accuracy achieved as a function of computer timc and memory used. The accuracy is measured as the maximum error divided by the maximum value of u (x ,y); see the next section for a complete discussion on the estimation of accuracy. The time and memory used are measured on a VAX 111780 computer with floating polnt accelerator using the UNIX ForLran compiler £?7. See [Rice, 1982] for a discus3ion of the probable variations o[ relative computer time as a function of machine and Fortran dependencies. We expect the variations to be smaller than the "normal" 20-40 percent because the computations done by these programs are very simtlar in nature.
The staListical methodology used is a simple non-parametric analysis. One ranks the Lwo methods on each problem and computes the average rank. One thcn obtains confidence intervals on the observed differences, see [Hollander and Wotrc, 19~ /3] for details. The principal purpose of these statistics is to ensUl'C Lhat one has takcn a large enough population so Lhat the observed results are noL due to chance.
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ERROR MEASUREMENT
We discuss three topics in this section:
1.
The measurement of error on finite point sets and pathological functions that give misleading results. 2. A reliable and efficient method of estimating the error for well-behaved problems. 3. Is there faster convergence at the grid points or, equivalently, it is inherently less reliable to estimate the error using only grid point values.
It is well known that it is unreliable to estimate the accuracy by measuring the error on a finite point set. Given any two finite point sets A and B. it is easy to construct elliptic problems where A gives reliable error esLimates and B does not. Such constructions usually involve "pathological" problems and hence most people feel comfortable estimating the error on a finite point set provided iL is of reasonable size.
The right side f (% ,y) is chosen to make the solution u (x ,y) = eZ"+Y(z2_z )(y2""11) which is an entire function. Note that this problem is very degenerate at the origin, the elliptic equation reduces to 0=0 with boundary conditions zero. Weiser et a1. note that measuring the error of collocation at the grid points is not reliable. They then conclude that it is inherently unreliable to estin.ate the error using the grid points and they recommend measuring the error on an a priori. fixed set of points. Weiser eL a!. state that collocation "seems to be making large errors in approximating the normal derivative across the domain boundaries x=O and y=O".
In fact, the situation is quite different and (4.1) is a very special. pathological problem where both methods of estimating the error are unreliable. A contour plot of the error in collocation is given in Figure 4 ; note that the error consists of one bump inside the grid square at the origin. This situation is independent of n as shown below. Thus when n is large enough the support of the bump will miss any fixed set of points and render unreliable the error estimation technique advocated by Weiser et a1. However, this example only illustrates what we already know; there. is no generally reliable way to estimate the error using a finite set of points. As explained below. if the exponent 2 in the coefficient of u is changed to any other number, this pathological error behavior of collocation disappears completely. An examination of the graphs of error versus time of Weiser et aI., shows that, with one exception, the Galerkin and collocation errors are the same order of magnitude. The single exception, (4.1). shows nearly constant 100% error for collocation. This is because the coefficient of one of the basis elements associated with the mesh square S with vertex the origin has nothing to do with the differential equation problem. In fact, the plot of the error shown in Figure 4 essentially gives a contour plot of this basiS element. Furthermore, the system of linear equations is nearly singular in the sense that a small change in the differential equation makes the system singular.
The differential operator for (4.1) is
with a = 1. The bi-cubic Hermite approximation to the solution is contour Yalue
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x Figure 4 . A contour plot of the error in collocation for the problem (4.1) for n =11·, The bump in the error persists in the lower left grid square as n increases.
where n -, L;
O=::Z'5:.h,
The diITcrcnti al operalor~is applied to the approximation and it is then evaluated aL the collocation points. 8ach evaluation gives the lefl side of one of the equations in the linear system. Since
(2'2 5 ,'(2))' is zero at the collocation points 71 and T2' Therefore. at the four collocation points (T p ,T q ), p. q ::: 1, 2, in the mesh square S, we have 
which i~a Plcccwise cubic polynomial. In each of the three subintervals, in (4.4).
Lhe glob<:tl maximum occurs at an interior point, hence L can be determined by finding zeros of three quadratic polynomials. 
Thus with L the Lebesgue constant (4.3), we obtain from (4.6) that
Iq(x,y)I'; L max; le(x;.Y)I'; 2h'KLllu=II..
where the last equality holds because e = :; 1lu:= -p~= and p is a cubic poly-
Combining (4.8) and (4.9), interchanging the roles of x and y. and averaging, we obtain (4.5).
We now obtain a bound on the error E :; u' -t. where t is an arbitrary bicubic polynomial on thc mesh-square R. We set d :; P -t and use the notation
Id(x;.y,)I. 1 and so (4.10).follows rrom (1-.11) and Theorem 1 which concludes the proof.
HtmuJ.Tk. Since the discrcLi7.QLion croror of collocation is 0{h 1 1, the righl side of (1.. 10) is Lhe.sulll of lwo O(h' l ) Lerms. H interpolation of higher order p is used then the same argument shows thal the right side can be replaced by "\
L'lldlln + O(h P " )
This allows one to compute precisely, for small h, a bOWld on the error. · -14 -Theorem 2 provides an efficient and reliable method to measW"e the error of a bi-cubic Hermite approximation for a problem with smooth solution. If u is defined on 0 which is the union of m mesh-squares of side length h, then Theorem 2 can be applied to each mesh-square. 'If the bi-cubic approximation t is also continuous, then one needs a total of about 9m evaluations of the error E = 11, -t because along some of the mesh-square edges, the evaluation points are shared by two adjacent mesh-squares.
One gets an O(h 4 ) estimate of the global maximum error as L 2 times Lhe maximum of the difference d at all the evaluation points. If Ollf! also compulc!-l upper bounds on L1w mHxilllft of l.Iw fourth deriv<ltivn~{lr L1w rlinelillil '11. l.Itt·1l one cun dcLt!rmine Ull upper bound OIl the global error I':. COROLLARY PrOOf. One can -write the second error as (u -g) + (gc) and the result is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.
Superconvergence is a phenomenon of some finite element methods based on higher order splines where the observed error at the grid ·points (knots) is of higher order than the global error. The dominant error term is zero at the grid points so the error is governed by a second, higher order term. For two dimensional problems the two terms involved are of the same order, so superconvergence is not expected. However, there might be something special about Lhe grid points and in [Houstis et aL. 1976J it was observed that the error at the gridpoints is smaller for 4 of 17 problems by a factor two to four. This phenomenon was not observed for the Galerkin or least squares methods,
We have used error estimates based on the grid points in performance evaluation for several reasons. The most important is that, for finite difference methods, this is the only measurable error. Other reasons are (i) a general feel" ing that the error estimated with the grid points does not ditrer much from other error estimates, (ii) the opinion that a change of 50 to 100 percent in the error should not affect most-performance evaluations. That 1s, if doubling the error affects the outcome of a comparison, then the methods are probably reasonably equivalent since there are other, uncontrollable and equally large uncertainties in the evaluatIon. Note that the fixed perturbations in the error are less important for high order methods (such as the two studied here) than for low order methods. These reasons were not, however, based on any systematic analysis.
We have collected data on error estimates and give histograms for the ratio Error estimated with a 51 by 51 set of points Error estimated with the grid points Figure 5 gives the histograms are for n =6, 12 and n =26 and for all 69 problems which have been solved by HERMlTE COLLOCATION. Figure 6 gives the histograms of (4.12) for both collocatic;m and Galerkin using n=6.26 and alll6 problems of this study.
We observe the follOWing: jl'or a coarse mesh (e.g., n =6), the error raLio (4.12) is substantially larger than 1 for 30 to 10 percent of all problems. rot' a fine mesh (e.g., n =20) only a few problems give ratios larger than 2; we believe some or these represcnl truc extra accuracy at the grid poinLs and some reprcscnt accidenLs of where Lhe error is measured.
For the 16 problems in this study there is more of a spread Lhan for the larger collection of 69 problems in Figure 5A . The data for these problems has ., , , ,
-17been examined in detail and a subjective judgement is that substantial "extra ";_~j accuracy" occurs at the grid points for nine problems: 4-1,5-4,9-1, 11-2, 22-1, 33-1. 41-3, 47-2 and 50-1. There [s no obvious characteristic shared by these problems except they are self-adjoint. It might well be that extra accuracy occurs more frequently for self-adjoint problems; small or moderate amounts of extra accuracy were judged to be present for five other problems. We made the same examination for the Galerkin method and judged that some extra accuracy at the grid points occurs for problems 3-1, 6-1 and 41-3: The extra accuracy was similar to that observed for collocation for problems 3-1 and 41-3 while collocation exhibits the opposite effect for problem 6-1. Significantly, there was no special behavior in the accuracy at the grid points for any of the problems with non-homogeneous boundary conditions. This suggests that the least squares penalty function method used to satisfy the boundary condiLions destroys whatever it is that makes the grid points special.
PF.RI'URMANCE ANALYSIS
The 18 problems were solved by the two methods uSing the system [Boisvert et aL 1979J based on ELLPACK to assist such studies. The results are evaluated on the following criteria of performance: 1 Slope of error versus computer time 2
Time to achieve 3 Significant digits of accuracy 3
Memory requirements
The memory criterion is the simplest, so we deal with it first. The principal use of memory should be the space used to solve the linear system of equations; at least for n reasonable large. Asymptotically the size of'these spaces are:
24n:3 for Galerkin (SPLINE GALERKIN) 48n:3 for collocation (HERMITE COLLOCATION) 24n S for collocation and uncoupled boundary conditions (INTERlOR COL-
LOCATION)
These asymptotic estimates are well correlated with the measured memory used excepl for Galerkin: the SPLINE GALERKIN (DEGREE:::; 3, SMOOTH) + LIN-PACK SPD software uses about twice as much memory as one expects. We believe this -is due to making an extra copy of the matrix as part of putting the software into the ELLPACK system. We observe in this study that INTERIOR COL-LOCATION and SPLINE GALERKIN use about the same memory while HERMITE COLLOCATION uses about 75% more.
The ranks of the two methods using the first two criteria are given in Table  1 . Ranks based on estimating the error at a fixed, 20 by 20 mesh and at the grid points are given. When the performances are nearly equal (less than 5% difference) both methods are ranked 1 (highest).' We see that there is a substantial difTerencc in the ranks depending on where the maximum error is rneas-Lll'cd. With the error measured at the grid points, collocation is clearly the beLter in both performance criteria. The average ranks and confidence levels are summarized in Table 2 . An average rank of 1.00 means the method is always best in that performance measure; 2.00 means it is always worst. For example, in the case of 3 digits of accuracy measured at grid points, the rank of colloca-Lion is 1.06 and of Galerkin is 1.78. This difTerenee in average runks is $ignifieant at lIw~19% level of confidcnce. We also compared the performance on the basis of the least squares erl'Ol' aL the grid points; the ran kings arc identical with LlJl);.>e of the maximum error at the grid potnLs. 
Signillcance none none
Four typical performance plots of computer time versus error are shown in Figure 7 .
The scales arc logarithmic and values arc ploLted for n=4, B, 12. 20 and 2B. Problem 33-1 has collocation performance noticeably better at the grid points and the two methods are about tho same on a 50 x 50 .., mesh. Problem 1-1 has collocation performance better both aL the grid points ...., and on a fixed mesh. Problem B-2 has Galerkin performanc e noticeably better except for the case of n=20. There is no ready explanation as to why the accuracy in this case is so much better or as to why collocation improve~: more Lhan Galcrkin. For '11.=20 the basis flmclions have knots along the Hnmi where the third (not second) derivative of Lhe soluLion has jumps. Problem 1O-~, ha~v. solulion with a smaIL but sharp peak. The location of this peak roraLiv(! to Lhe~r'[d lines introduces an crralic behavior inlo the performanc e as a fllllclion of n. One could judge that coliocaUon tends to be better than Galerkin for this problem even though the erratic behavior makes t~is debatable. The erratic nature of the performanc e plots show why one must .lse statistical techniques to evaluate performanc e. Figure 7 suggests further that the performance of these two methods are not dramaticall y different and, el'en if one is better in some statistical sense, one cannot reliablY predict their relative performance in advance. There are enough cases like Problems 1-1 and 33-1 thaL. INTERIOR COLLOCATIO N is much more likely to outperform SPLINE GALEHKIN.
We mentioned earlier that the discretizati on computatio ns (called assembly by Weiser et al.) is fast compared to the solutions of the linear system. To provide some data for this Table 3 gives the discretizati on times. and soiution times for a simple Poisson problem and for Problem 41-3 (the most cOIT,plex in this set). We see from the data for Problem 4-1 that the overhead for HERMITE COLLOCA-TION is much smaller than SPLINE GALERKIN (DEGREE:::; 3, SMOOTH:::; 1), Using SPLINE GALERKIN, for moderate grid sizes (e.g .. n:::; 4 to 12), the discretizati on time is a significant portion of the total time even for the simplest problems. For more complex operators, the ratio Galerkin~c retization time collocation discretizati on time is about 3. Even for rather fine •.grids, the discretizati on time of Galerkin remains significant for moderalely complex problems. The discre/'.izati on time for INTERIOR COLLOCATIO N is essentially the same as Lhat of HEHMI'i'~CO LLOCA-TION as the elimination of unc9upled boundary condition equations is a shorl computatio n. For rather complex problems the discreLizati on lime will frequently be the dominant facLor in the time to solve Lhe problem using SPUN]i;
GALERKlN.
An examinatio n of Lhe aclual daLa for this study allows one Lo observe Lhe effects of machine round-ofT. The machine used has abouL ? decimal digiLs or -2...., precision and the discretization error for several of the problems is less than this for the larger values of n. The Galerkin equations are symmetric positive definite and thus one expects to see minimal round-off effects in solving these equalions by Cholesky factorization as implemented in LINPACK SPD. We, in fact, observe that the round-off effects are minimal. The collocation equations are less sLructured so one might expect round-off effects to be serious when n =28 (3300 equations). This is not the case provided Gauss elimination with scaled pa.rtial pivoting is used. This aspect of the computations is studied further in [Dyksen and Rice, 19B2] . The data of this study show no significant (or even suggestive) advantage for either method as far as sensitivity to round-off is concerned.
D1~'CUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The general question addressed in this study is: Is the Galerkin method better lhan r;ollocation? This question is too general and vague so the following much more speCific question is actually addressed: How do the programs INTE-RIOR COLLOCATION + BAND GE and SPLINE GALERKlN (DEGREE = 3. SMOOTH = 1) +LINPACK SPD compare for well behaved linear elliptic problem.:.-in two variables? We bclieve that these four programs are high quality implementations of the melhods upon which they are based and that our conclusions are valid for comparing the Galerkin and collocation discretization methods using direct eliminaLion and Hermite bi-cubic basis functions.
We first list the conclusions which are indisputable or established with high sLatistical significance; they ar~listed in decreasing order of confidence 1. The same amount of memory is needed by the two programs. 2. Both methods are reasonably insensitive to round-off error effects.
3.
Collocation requires much less computer time than Galerkin to do the discretization.
4.
Collocation requires less computer time to achieve 3 digits of accuracy at thc grid points (99% confidence). 5. The slope of computer time versus error at the gr.id points is better for collocation than Galerkiil (9P% confidence). 6. For a given value of n, the error in the Galerkin discretization is smaller than that of the collocation discretization. Further, lVe note that there is no difference significant at the 80% level or higher between Lhe two methods in the following comparisons. 7.
Computer time versus error at a fixed 20 x 20 mesh (slope or achievement of 3 digits)
We bclicve the evaluation of the performances of these two methods should be made with the assumption that the problem has homogeneous boundary conditions. It is easy to homogenize the boundary conditions (it is done automatically within ELLPACK if so specified) and benefit is more than the cost for both methods. The program SPLINE GALERKIN does not take advantage of homogene· ous boundary conditions but we believe (based on some analysis and experiments) that the possible improvement would not change the performance evaluation results obtained here. The fact that the collocation method sometimes achieves extra accuracy at the grid points can only be viewed as an advan-ta~c for it; many applications do not require the results on a very fine grid. This siLuaLion has led some aUlhors. for cxample. [Schultz, 1972] Lo define the numerical solution of a problem to be a table of values on the grid even if the numerica~method produces a function which can be evaluated at any point.
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Overall. we conclude that for moderate accuracy the collocation discrcti7.al ion is more efficient than the GEllcrkin discretization when lIsin~I-It!rmilp. bjcubic and coupled with direcL elimination methods and applied Lo smooth, linear elliptic problems. The collocation meLhod has an advanlage that is irrelcnmL Lo the specific study of this paper but which is significant in a larger context. This method is simple to understand and easily generalizes to problems which are not self-adjoint or which involve more complicated boundary conditions. Its generalization to problems with non-rectangular domains is also easier than for most methods. On the other hand, mathematical analysis of the collocation method is more difficult than that of the Galerkin method.
Note that it is almost certain that it is a poor tactic to solve the linear equa-. lions from these discretizalions by a direct method, see [Rice, 19~1a] . Iteration' methods will wo.rk for both discretizations and these will" be more efiicient for larger problems (more than a, few hundred unknowns). There is, however. no definitive data on the etHciency of iteration methods for the collocation equations but we suspect that the siluation here is similar Lo LhaL for di.rect methods, namely the efficiencies are quite comparable for the collocation and Galerkin equations.
Our stUdy of the techniques to measure the error in the numerical solution results in the follOWing conclusions. 1. The error measured at the grid points is reasonably close to the maximum error (except for very coarse grids). 2. There is a special behavior of the error at the grid points compared to that in a fixed mesh. The nature of this behavior is not well understood for either the collocation or GaLerkin discretizations. There is a defmite (statistically significant, but not uniform) tendency for the collocation error to be smaller at the grid points than at some' other fixed mesh. This "tendency is strongest for homogeneous boundary conditions. 3. The special behavior -mentioned in 2 can affect the performance rankings of closely competitive methods. 4. There is a better way to measure the maximum error than to use a large fixed mesh. The way proposed in Section 4 is both more efficient and more . reliable for well behaved problems. 5. There is no completely reliable general method to measure the maximum error for singular problems.
Finally, we observe that while the collocation discretization is superior to Galerkin in the present context, the difference between them is small compared to differences arising from other sources. Recall from approximation theory that it has long been recognized that the choice of norm (which corresponds here to the choice between collocation or Galerkin in the discretization) is secondary to the choice of basis functions. We believe this .also to be the case for numerical methods for elliptic problems.
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APPENDIX 1: THE PERFORMANCE DATA
This appendix gives the data generated for this study plus some oth~r data that might be of interest. The data is given for collocation first followed by the same data for Galerkin. Specific definitions of the data items are 
